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when the spyware-fighting engine was first developed, a large
number of types and variations of malware existed, and the
first spyware detection software was pretty comprehensive.
after a few years, the problem has largely been resolved, and
the newer malware continues to get more specific. this means
that people who use custom antispyware definitions have a
slight advantage over those who leave their "defaults" in
place. spybot search & destroy considers three different types
of antispyware definitions: windows-based definitions, which
are described in more detail on the optimize/ page generic
definitions (the default choice when you install spybot), which
also provide protection against backdoor trojans and other
types of malware antivirus-based definitions, which are
provided with most commercial anti-malware packages,
including webroot secureanywhere antivirus spybot search &
destroy will find and eliminate adware, spyware, rogues,
toolbars, dialers, browser hijackers, and more. i tested the
software in its default settings, because many of the tweaks
discussed below are useful to those who prefer to do as much
work themselves as possible. however, if you turn off the
check for random or system processes, that should further
increase performance. (this is always a good choice if you have
multiple antivirus tools installed.) spybot will detect the
presence of each of these types, and if it finds any of the
malware or suspicious software, it will offer to disable it as
shown in the image on the left. for example, it detected a
roguesweeper program and offered to disable it.
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One of the things that gave me the most trouble was the
malvertising issue. Windows OS does not come with a tool to
clean up all the garbage that gets stuck in the Internet cache

by sites you visit without thinking. If the website that
generated the ads has a virus, then the site would have a virus
and would infect your computer. Then your computer would be
a virus and you would spread the virus by visiting other sites.

Luckily for me, some of the malvertising code generated by my
sites used an unusual coding system that made it very difficult

for the browsers to extract the ad code from the rest of the
page and pass the ad code along with the rest of the page. I

discovered that because of this coding quirk, users with a
clean copy of Windows could open some of my sites in Internet

Explorer and get the ads. I also found out that users with a
clean copy of Windows could not open some of the sites in
Firefox. I was not sure whether the ads were blocked from

Firefox because the malvertising code was embedded into the
page in a way that Firefox could not figure out what the ads

were. It was also pretty hard to figure out what to do to get rid
of the ads. You had to use 'right-click' and choose 'view

source'. If you could get the source, then you had to paste it
into notepad. If you could not get the source, then you used
Firefox's 'view source' option. This webmaster forum thread

discussed the issue: http://www.automatictools.com/forum/spy
bot-search-destroy/152875-spybots-malvertising-removal-
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thread.html. Since that thread was published, the software
maker has improved the Adware Removal Tool, so it looks like

this problem has been addressed. 5ec8ef588b
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